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Dynamics of dissipative quantum Hall edges
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We examine the influence of the edge electronic density profile and of dissipation on edge magnetoplasmons
in the quantum Hall regime, in a semiclassical calculation. The equilibrium electron density on the edge,
obtained using a Thomas-Fermi approach, has incompressible stripes produced by energy gaps responsible for
the quantum Hall effect. We find that these stripes have an unobservably small effect on the edge magneto-
plasmons. But dissipation, included phenomenologically in the local conductivity, proves to produce significant
oscillations in the strength and speed of edge magnetoplasmons in the quantum Hall regime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We investigate electron dynamics on the edges of a t
dimensional electron system in the quantum Hall1 regime.
Our aim is to examine the influence of the edge electro
density profile and of dissipation on the low-energy dyna
ics. Dealing with the combined effects of electron intera
tions, disorder, and density inhomogeneities is very com
cated. Consequently we adopt a simple semiclassical e
magnetoplasmon model, appropriate for smooth edges,
an eye towards explaining the kinds of phenomena that
be expected. This work helps explain some recent dynam
measurements, and may help develop such measurem
into a quantitative tool to examine the structure and prop
ties of quantum Hall edges.

This work was motivated by recent time-of-flight expe
ments by Ernstet al.2–4 on quantum Hall bars. These cons
of rectangular two-dimensional~2D! electron systems with
strong transverse magnetic fieldsB. In these experiments
voltage pulse sent down a thin (;1 mm) voltage probe trig-
gers a density pulse. This pulse moves along the edge a
then detected as a voltage signal at a second probe.
density pulse’s transit time was found to generally incre
with magnetic field~a behavior expected classically!, but su-
perimposed on this trend were sudden changes assoc
with the quantum Hall effect.3,4 The strength of the detecte
signal showed corresponding variations. A similar techniq
was used earlier by Ashooriet al. to look for counterpropa-
gating modes on a single mesa.5,6

The appropriate framework for studying electronic pro
erties on the edges of Hall bars depends on the ratio of
length scales. These are the edge widtha ~the distance over
which the electron density falls from its bulk value to zer!
and the magnetic lengthl 5A\c/eB ~of order 10 nm for
typical magnetic fields!. The limiting cases are ofsharp
edges (a; l ) andsmoothedges (a@ l ). Sharp edges can b
obtained by cleaving.7 The electronic properties of shar
edges are largely quantum mechanical in nature, and d
mined by the state of the bulk. For example, at filling facto
n (52p l 2 times the bulk two-dimensional density! at which
the fractional quantum Hall effect~FQHE! is exhibited, the
0163-1829/2003/67~20!/205332~10!/$20.00 67 2053
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edge dynamics may be describable in terms of chiral o
dimensional Luttinger liquids.8–12 This possibility has re-
ceived some experimental support~with a few surprising
twists! in measurements of tunneling onto edges.7,13–19

In this paper we deal only with the opposite limit o
smooth edgesa@ l . This is typical in samples which are no
cleaved. In the absence of cleaving, the edge structur
determined by the electrostatics of the 2D electron syst
donors, and gates. These produce edges with a typical w
a of order 1mm. This is much greater than the magne
length l, so electrostatically defined edges are smooth. Si
the electrostatics dominates, the electron density on the e
is close to the classical solution: a compressible electron
with a density falling smoothly from its bulk value to zer
over a distancea. Quantum mechanical energy gaps arisi
in the quantum Hall regime modify this picture, producin
incompressible stripes along the edge at certain fill
factors.20,21 Under these circumstances the low-energy ed
dynamics are determined largely by the compressible por
of the edge electron density. Then a reasonable framew
for beginning a study of the edge dynamics is the semic
sical acoustic edge magnetoplasmon.22,23 This is the direc-
tion we follow.

In the next section we will summarize existing wo
which leads to the edge magnetoplasmon. The new resul
this paper are then contained in Secs. III and IV. In Sec.
we examine the effect of incompressible stripes on the e
magnetoplasmon. The variation of stripe position and wi
with magnetic field modifies the edge magnetoplasmon’s
locity, but the effect appears too small to be observable
Sec. IV we examine how disorder-induced dissipation b
damps and slows the edge modes. In the quantum Hal
gime dissipation varies with magnetic field, and so the ed
magnetoplasmon’s strength and speed should change s
taneously. We find that this effect is observably large.

II. EDGE MAGNETOPLASMONS

Edge magnetoplasmons are classical or semiclass
electronic density fluctuations on the edge of a 2D elect
system, in the presence of a magnetic field. They are acou
©2003 The American Physical Society32-1
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modes, with frequencies much less than the classical cy
tron frequencyvc5eB/mc. Edge magnetoplasmons hav
been studied thoroughly in two cases. Volkhov a
Mikhailov used a Wiener-Hopf technique to investigate th
properties for half spaces~the extreme sharp-edge limita
→0), in the presence of dissipation.22 Later Aleiner and
Glazman studied smooth edges in the absence of dissipa
in strong magnetic fields.23 They found that the smooth edg
can support many modes, with differing numbers of nod
the fastest, nodeless mode corresponded to the Volkh
Mikhailov edge magnetoplasmon. In this paper we exte
these studies to investigate the roles of differing edge den
structures and dissipation in the case of smooth edges. S
related work is in Ref. 24. We begin with a summary of t
basics of edge magnetoplasmons, following Aleiner a
Glazman.23

Consider a Hall bar, a 2D electron system in thexy plane
subject to a perpendicular magnetic fieldB ~Fig. 1!. To study
a single edge we can take the system to be infinite along
edge~coordinatey) and semi-infinite in the transverse dire
tion ~coordinatex). In equilibrium this system is translation
ally invariant along the edge, and so the equilibrium 2D el
tronic density n0(x) depends only on the transverse c
ordinatex. We can distinguishbulk andedgeregions. In the
bulk n0(x) takes a constant bulk valuenb , and on the edge
n0(x) falls from nb to zero. We take the bulk and edge r
gions to be, respectively,2`,x,0 and 0,x,a.

We also allow the presence of a top gate~a grounded
piece of metal parallel to the 2D electron system, a dista
d away!. The only mobile charges in the system are the el
trons in the 2D plane and in the gate~the latter included as
image charges!. Classically the equilibrium densityn0(x)
corresponds to a vanishing in-plane electric field. If the el
tronic density takes a nonequilibrium valuen(r )5n0(x)
1dn(r ), then the net electric field in the 2D plane, includin
image charges, becomes

E~r !52¹F~r !,

F~r !52
e

«E d2r 8dn~r 8!S 1

ur2r 8u
2

1

@ ur2r 8u21~2d!2#1/2D .

~1!

FIG. 1. Schematic equilibrium electronic densityn0(x) near the
edge of a Hall bar. The system is taken to be semi-infinite in
transverse~x! direction and infinite in the longitudinal~y! direction.
In the bulk (2`,x,0) the density takes the constant valuenb .
On the edge (0<x<a) the density falls from the bulk value to
zero.
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Here 2e is the electronic charge, and« is the dielectric
constant of the material within which the 2D electron syst
lies ~12.4 for GaAs!. This electric field expression is als
satisfactory for time-dependent densitiesdn(r ,t), provided
they vary sufficiently slowly.

This electric field produces a restoring force which lea
to oscillations, i.e., magnetoplasmons. Two more ingredie
are needed to see this. Classically the electric field induc
current densityj via a local conductivity tensors:

j ~r !5s~r !•E~r !. ~2!

Dynamics enters via the continuity equation

¹• j1
]~2edn!

]t
50. ~3!

Inserting Eqs.~1! and ~2! into Eq. ~3! gives an equation of
motion fordn(r ,t). One seeks wave solutions along the ed
by writing

n~r ,t !5n0~x!1dn~r ,t !5n0~x!1 f ~x!ei (ky2vt). ~4!

Linearizing in the edge mode densityf (x) then produces an
integrodifferential equation

ev f ~x!5H k
]sxy

]x
2 i Fsxx

]2

]x2
1

]sxx

]x

]

]x
2k2sxxG J f~x!,

~5a!

f~x!52
e

«E2`

a

dx8 f ~x8!$K0@ uk~x2x8!u#

2K0@ ukuA~x2x8!21~2d!2#%. ~5b!

Here the Bessel functionK0 results from performing the in-
tegral overy8 in Eq. ~1!. Equations~5! are to be solved for
the mode densitiesf (x) and corresponding eigenfrequenci
v. In general for fixedk there are many solutions, i.e., mod
with different numbers of nodesn50,1,2, . . . .23 Solving
Eqs. ~5! with varying k produces each mode’s dispersio
relationvn(k). This then yields the mode’s speed and sign
strength as a function of magnetic field.

The conductivity tensor componentssxx ,sxy appearing in
the linearized equation~5a! are those for the system at it
equilibrium densityn0(x). Semiclassically these are foun
from the electron’s equation of motion

F52eS E1
1

c
v3BD2

m

t
v5mv̇, ~6!

wherem is the effective mass (0.067me in GaAs!. Consider
a time dependencev(t)5ve2 ivt and a constant magneti
field B in the2z direction. Solving for the 2D velocity com
ponentsvx ,vy and writing the linearized current density a
j (r )52en0(x)v gives the classical Drude result

sxy~x,v!5
e2n0~x!

m

vc

vc
22~v1 i /t!2

,

e

2-2
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sxx~x,v!5
e2n0~x!

m

2 iv11/t

vc
22~v1 i /t!2

. ~7!

Herevc5eB/mc is the classical cyclotron frequency. Diss
pation enters via the relaxation timet.

An important assumption we make in this paper is that
relaxation timet does not depend on position, i.e., it is
global propertyof the edge, determined only by the bu
density of the fluid. The physical idea is that momentu
relaxation along the edge is a nonlocal process, controlle
long-range interactions with low-energy excitations both
the bulk and in the edge. Since the density of low-ene
bulk excitations is much lower when the bulk is in an inco
pressible state than when it is not, the momentum relaxa
rate 1/t is expected to exhibit periodic oscillations, becomi
very small on the quantum Hall plateaus, and growing
sizable values in the transitions between the plateaus.
order of magnitude estimate of 1/t is given by the observa
tion that the dc longitudinal and transverse conductivit
become comparable in magnitude between plateaus,sxx
;sxy . By Eq. ~7! this yields 1/t;vc . In the quantum Hall
regime 2p l 2nb;1. Consequently the estimatevct;1 also
gives a Drude conductivity equal to the typical longitudin
conductivity between plateaussxx5nbe2t/m;e2/h.

The mode equation~5! has solutions which live on the
edge. This is easiest to see in the case of no dissipationt
50. In the strong-magnetic-field limit, solutions of Eqs.~5!
then exist withv!vc . In this casesxx can be neglected an
there is no dissipation.~This is the case examined by Aleine
and Glazman to study edge magnetoplasmons in the q
tum Hall regime,23 modified slightly here to include a to
gate.! From Eqs.~5!,~7! one sees that whensxx50 the mode
density f (x) is nonzero only on the edge (0,x,a), where
the equilibrium density is nonuniform. For eachk there are
many modes, with differing numbers of nodes and wa
velocities.23 We will concentrate on the fastest mode, the o
which triggers the signal onset in time-of-flight experimen

In the absence of dissipation, the fastest mode is alw
nodeless. The following is a simple estimate of the sp
when d!a. For ka!1, the term in square brackets in E
~5b! is approximately ln$11@2d/(x2x8)#2%/2. For d!a
this is strongly peaked atx85x, and so

f~x!'2
e

2«
f ~x!E

2`

`

logF11S 2d

x2x8
D 2G52

4ped

«
f ~x!.

~8!

This is known as the local capacitance approximation.25 In-
serting this into Eq.~5a!, and puttingdsxy /dx;sxy

bulk/a then
gives the estimate25

v5sk, with s'
4pe2nb

«mvc

d

a
. ~9!

Thus classically, in the absence of dissipation, for gates v
close to the 2D electron system, the edge magnetoplas
speeds varies asd/a, and moreover decreases with increa
ing magnetic field. The top gate is useful experimentally
cause it slows the edge magnetoplasmons.25
20533
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In this paper we will examine the effects of dissipatio
and of incompressible stripes on the edge modes. The m
are calculated classically, using Eqs.~5! with the Drude con-
ductivity Eq. ~7!. Quantum mechanics enters by influenci
the conductivity tensor in two ways: by adding incompre
ible stripes to the edge densityn0(x) and by influencing the
phenomenological relaxation timet. This combination gives
a semiclassical calculation of edge magnetoplasmons.

III. INCOMPRESSIBLE STRIPES ON THE EDGE

In this section we examine how incompressible stripes
the edge influence the edge magnetoplasmons. The big
energy scale in determining the edge density profile is gi
by electrostatics, and consequently the edge density is ne
classical. The structure is modified somewhat by quant
mechanical energy gaps—kinetic energy gaps due to
quantization of the kinetic energy into Landau levels, a
interaction energy gaps responsible for the fractional qu
tum Hall effect. These energy gaps produce incompress
stripes.20,21

In the case of smooth edges (l !a) a good approximation
to the edge density profile can be obtained using Thom
Fermi theory, the simplest form of local density approxim
tion. Ordinarily the Thomas-Fermi approximation amoun
to the statement that the local electrochemical potential
constant valuem in equilibrium. This must be modified in a
system with incompressible regions. One must find the d
sity for which

T~x!1VH~x!1Vxc~x!1W~x!<m, ~10!

where the equality holds in compressible regions and
inequality in incompressible regions. The leading termT(x)
above represents the kinetic energy required to add one e
tron, in a local density approximation. This is determined
the local filling factor~the number of Landau levels locall
occupied!, n(x)52p l 2n0(x). An added electron would go
into the topmost level, and so~including spin!

T~x!5\vcS F1

2
n~x!G1

1

2D , ~11!

where@•••# denotes the integer part. The second term in
~10! includes electron-electron interactions in the Hartree
proximation

VH~x!5
e2

« E d2r 8n0~x8!S 1

ur2r 8u
2

1

@ ur2r 8u21~2d!2#1/2D
'Un0~x!, ~12!

whereU54pe2d/«. This last very useful simplification is
the local capacitance approximation used in Eq.~8!; it is
valid when the top gate spacing is small (d/a&0.1). The
term Vxc in Eq. ~10! is the exchange-correlation energy in
local density approximation. Its inclusion allows us to inve
tigate edges in the fractional quantum Hall regime. We us
form for Vxc taken from Ref. 26. The last termW(x) repre-
sents an external confining potential. We assume this to
2-3
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M. D. JOHNSON AND G. VIGNALE PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 205332 ~2003!
nonzero only along the edge (0,x,a). The constantm is
adjusted to produce the desired total electron number.

The solution of Eq.~10! consists of a sequence of alte
nating compressible and incompressible stripes, as pict
in Fig. 2. It is easy to see how this works in the local capa
tance approximation. For the time being we neglectVxc and
therefore consider only the spin-unresolved integer quan
Hall effect. Throughout a compressible regionT(x) takes a
constant value, and Eqs.~10!,~12! give a density

n0~x!5@m2W~x!2T#/U. ~13!

Now imagine moving inward through a compressible reg
in which k21 Landau levels are filled, and thekth is being
filled. ThenT5\vc(k11/2). As x moves inward, the con
fining potentialW(x) decreases, and so the densityn0(x) in
Eq. ~13! increases. However, at some pointx0 the kth Lan-
dau level fills completely. Increasing the density furth
would require a discontinuous jump in kinetic energy, a
locally the inequality in Eq.~10! would be violated. Thus an
incompressible stripe forms with local filling factorn(x)
52k. The stripe’s outer boundary is the valuex0 where the
compressible region’s local filling factor grows to 2k, and so
x0 is found from

\vc~k11/2!1U4kp l 21W~x0!5m. ~14!

The incompressible stripe lasts untilW(x) becomes smal
enough that electrons can occupy the (k11)st Landau level.
Thus the inner boundaryxi of the incompressible stripe with
n52k is determined by

\vc~k13/2!1U4kp l 21W~xi !5m. ~15!

If in the incompressible stripe the slopeW8 is approximately
constant, then Eqs.~14!,~15! give a stripe width

FIG. 2. Equilibrium electronic densitiesn0(x) along a 1.2mm
edge for three values of magnetic field. The density falls from
bulk value nb51011 cm22 to zero in each plot. Pictured are tw
incompressible stripes atn51/3 andn52/5. As the magnetic field
increases, the bulk filling factor decreases and the incompres
stripes move move closer to the bulk. Hered530 nm.
20533
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Dx5x02xi'
\vc

W8
. ~16!

Although the confining potentialW is unknown, we can es
timate the stripe width as follows. The electron density fa
from its bulk valuenb to zero asx goes from 0 toa. Choose
a magnetic field so that the bulk filling factor is less than
Then T(x) is a constant, and applying Eq.~10! at x50, a
givesUnb1W(0)5W(a). Consequently

W8;
W~a!2W~0!

a
;

Unb

a
~17!

and, inserting this into Eq.~16!,

Dx;
\vca

Unb
. ~18!

Typical experimental values (d5130 nm, nb51011 cm22)
give Unb5190 meV. This is much greater than the cycl
tron energy\vc at accessible fields, and so the incompre
ible stripes make up a small fraction of the total edge. Elim
nating the local capacitance approximation changes
picture only slightly: the electrostatic potentialVH(x) varies
a small amount across the incompressible stripe, wh
width consequently varies slightly from the above estima

Incompressible stripes also arise from interaction ga
represented here byVxc , the contribution of exchange an
correlation in a local density approximation. The correspo
ing energy gaps are typically of order of a fraction ofe2/ l ,
which is smaller than the cyclotron energy. Consequently
resulting incompressible stripes are even narrower than th
resulting from the kinetic energy quantization.

Given a particular confinement potentialW(x), we nu-
merically solve Eq.~10! for the equilibrium densityn0(x).
An example using a parabolic edge confinement is show
Fig. 2. Incompressible stripes of constant density are vis
at FQHE fractionsn52/5 and 1/3. The stripes vary with
magnetic field: as the magnetic field increases the inco
pressible stripes move inward~toward the bulk!, and new
stripes appear at the outer edge.~To make the incompressibl
stripes more evident, we have used a smaller gate spa
d530 nm in Fig. 2.!

Now we can investigate the incompressible stripes’ eff
on the edge magnetoplasmons. At each magnetic field
find n0(x) as outlined above, and then solve Eqs.~5! numeri-
cally for several values ofk. Since our focus in this section i
on the role of electronic structure we neglect dissipation@set-
ting sxx50 in Eq.~5a!#; numerical solution of Eq.~5! is then
straightforward. The results are similar to that of Ref. 2
modified by the top gate and also by the different form of t
equilibrium density. For eachk there are many modes. Th
fastest mode is always the nodeless mode. Since time
flight experiments are most sensitive to the fastest mode
concentrate on it, finding a set ofk-dependent mode densitie
f (x) and eigenfrequenciesv. An example is shown in Fig. 3
Notice that the mode densityf extends throughout the entir
edge, dropping to zero at the position of an incompress
stripe but filling all of the compressible region. This is
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consequence of the long range of the interaction, wh
reaches across the incompressible stripe.

In the long-wavelength limit the eigenfrequencyv'sk
with s the magnetoplasmon speed. By repeating the calc
tion with varyingB we find the mode speed as a function
magnetic field. Results in the FQHE regime are shown
Fig. 4. The speed falls generally as 1/B, consistent with the
classical result. Superimposed are small variations due to
spatial variation of the stripes with changing magnetic fie
~As nb moves from just below to just above a FQHE fra
tion, a relatively large incompressible stripe shrinks abrup
into the bulk. This enlarges the compressible region and
diminishes the mode’s speed.!

It is evident in Fig. 4 that theB dependence of the incom
pressible stripes has only a small influence on the edge m
netoplasmon’s speed.@In fact this is exaggerated in Fig. 4
for the purpose of illustration we~inconsistently! used d
5130 nm in Eqs.~5! even though the equilibrium densit
n0(x) was calculated withd530 nm. This gives a stronge
restoring force and a larger variation in mode speed.# Within
this semiclassical model, incompressible stripes do not l
to observable variations in speed.

FIG. 3. The equilibrium densityn0(x) and the edge magneto
plasmon densityf (x) for the fastest mode, withB510.3 T (nbulk

50.40). The edge mode has a nonvanishing density only where
equilibrium density is compressible. Consequentlyf (x) drops to
zero along the incompressiblen51/3 stripe. The long-range Cou
lomb force couples all compressible regions.

FIG. 4. Speed of the fastest edge magnetoplasmon for the
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The merging of incompressible stripes
the bulk produces small drops in speed.
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IV. DISSIPATION

In this section we examine how dissipation affects ed
magnetoplasmons. We find that variations in dissipation
to the physics of the quantum Hall effect produce simul
neous variations in the edge mode’s speed and stre
which should be observably large.

In the previous section we showed that incompress
stripes do not significantly influence the edge magnetop
mons. Consequently in this section we use smooth edge
sity profiles, neglecting incompressible stripes. This lets
focus on the role of dissipation.

For orientation we begin with a simplified model which
analytically solvable, and which exhibits the effect of dis
pation in a transparent way. This helps us disentangle
results of a numerical solution of the mode equations~5!,
which we will present last.

A. Linear model

The model in question consists of~i! taking the equilib-
rium edge density to be linear and~ii ! calculating the electric
potentialf in the local capacitance approximation@Eq. ~8!#.
Write the equilibrium density asn0(x)5nbn̄(x) with

n̄~x!5H 1, x<0,

12x/a, 0<x<a.
~19!

Using this density profile, the local capacitance approxim
tion Eq. ~8!, and the conductivities in Eq.~7!, the mode
equation@Eq. ~5!# becomes

v

vc
F12S v

vc
1

i

vct
D 2G f ~x!

5ga2F2kn̄8 f 1S v

vc
1

i

vct
D ~ n̄ f 91n̄8 f 82k2n̄ f !G . ~20!

This is written to make the dimensional dependences cl
Hereg is a dimensionless parameter

g5
l 0d

a2
, with l 05

4pe2nb

«mvc
2

. ~21!

This introduces a new length scalel 0 which we will discuss
shortly.

The mode equation Eq.~20! has an analytic solution. We
will consider only long-wavelength modes, and hence d
the k2 term. The solution of Eq.~20!, givenv, is

f ~x!5H Aex/l, x,0,

J0~jA12x/a!, 0,x,a,
~22!

where

l5aA gvc
2~v1 i /t!

v@vc
22~v1 i /t!2#

,

j52Akavc2~v/gvc
2!@vc

22~v1 i /t!2#

v1 i /t
. ~23!
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HereA is an unknown constant. It andv are fixed by match-
ing f and f 8 at x50. The result is the secular equation

J0~j!

J1~j!
5A kagvc

3/v

vc
22~v1 i /t!2

21. ~24!

For each wave vectork this has infinitely many solutionsv
5vn(k) giving the various edge magnetoplasmon mode23

Notice that the exact eigenfrequencies have the symm
vn(2k)52vn* (k). Equation ~24! is consistent with this
symmetry. Underk→2k, j→j* , and both sides of Eq.~24!
are complex conjugated.

We can obtain approximate solutions of the secular eq
tion in the limiting casesg!1 andg@1. These correspond
to, respectively, the limit of a very wide edge (a@Adl0) and
a narrow edge (a!Adl0). Here we are comparing the edg
width to a length given by the geometric mean of the g
spacingd and the new length scalel 0 in Eq. ~21!. ~This
length scalel 0 also arose in Volkov and Mikhailov’s Wiener
Hopf treatment of semi-infinite systems with abru
boundaries.22! For a wide edgea turns out to be much greate
than the bulk penetration depthl and the edge mode reside
primarily in the regionx.0 where the equilibrium electroni
density is nonuniform~see Fig. 1!. Conversely for a narrow
edgea is much less than the penetration depth and the ‘‘e
mode’’ resides primarily in the bulk~where it vanishes expo
nentially!.

Using parameters for GaAs we can writel 0 from Eq.~21!
in the equivalent forms

l 05
nbl 2

10 nm
5

66nb

B̄
nm, ~25!

where l is the magnetic length,nb is the bulk filling factor,
andB̄ is the magnetic field in T. A system with bulk densi
nb51011 cm22 achievesnb51 at B54.13 T, so thatl 0

'16 nm. In Ref. 3d'130 nm, soAdl0'50 nm. This is
far smaller than the edge widtha'500 nm, and so thes
experiments fall within the limiting case of a very wid
edge~g!1!.

1. Narrow edge

First we consider the narow edge, for whicha!Adl0 and
g@1. In this limit the edge mode lies largely in the bulk in
which it exponentially decays.

Wheng@1 it turns out that the secular equation Eq.~24!
is solved byj!1. Replace the left-hand of Eq.~24! by the
dominant term in the series expansionJ0(j)/J1(j)'2/j. For
largeg the result is solved approximately by

v~k!

vc
5A l 0dk2

111/~vct!2
2

1

~2vct!2
2

i

2vct
~26!

for k.0. @For k,0 usev(2k)52v(k)* .# Plugging this
back into Eq.~21! yields uju;g21/4; this is small for largeg,
consistent with our assertion above. The bulk penetra
depth becomes approximatelyulu;aAg5Adl0, which here
is much greater than the edge widtha.
20533
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Equation~26! is the dispersion relation of a single, dom
nant, mode in the limit of a narrow edge. It is pictured in F
5. Only one mode appears because we kept only one ter
the expansion ofJ0 /J1. For small dissipation, the mode i
underdamped fork.1/2vctAl 0d and diffusive for smallerk.
In the k→0 limit, we havev(k)52 iDk2 where the diffu-
sion constant isD5s2t ands5A4pe2nbd/«m is the veloc-
ity of the edge mode in the absence of dissipation~see be-
low!. The mode found here is closely connected to the re
of Volkov and Mikhailov, who considered systems witha
identically zero.22 Modifying their Wiener-Hopf technique to
include a gate reproduces Eq.~26!.

Notice an interesting aspect of the edge magnetoplas
mode in this narrow edge regime: its velocity is nearly ind
pendent of magnetic field. For small dissipation, Eq.~26!
becomes

v

k
'vcAl 0d5A4pe2nbd

«m
. ~27!

This behavior is quite different from that of wide edges, f
which the velocity is largelyE/B drift. Here the mode re-
sides mostly in the bulk~where it dies exponentially! and the
electric field on the edge (x.0) plays no role.

Edge magnetoplasmons can be treated semiclassi
only in the limita@ l , the case of a ‘‘smooth edge’’ discusse
in the Introduction. The ‘‘narrow’’ limita!Adl0 described
in this section thus only gives physically reliable resu
when the magnetic lengthl is much smaller than the othe
lengthsa, Adl0. To approach this narrow edge limit exper
mentally would require a combination of increased g
spacingd and smaller electron densitynb @the latter to in-
creasel 0; see Eq.~21!#. Of course as a formal limit of the
model described by Eq.~20! the limit always exists.

2. Wide edge

The wide edge hasa@Adl0 andg!1. In this case there
is little penetration into the bulk; the edge mode lives on
outer edgex.0 where the equilibrium density is inhomoge
neous. For orientation let us begin by removing the dissi
tion ~set 1/t50!. Wheng!1 it turns out that the right-hand

FIG. 5. Model dispersion relation with a narrow edge, Eq.~26!.
Here 1/vct50.5, g54. Note that the solution is valid only fo
uv/vcu!1.
2-6
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side of Eq.~24! becomes small.~We check consistency be
low.! Consequently the solutions of Eq.~24! are given by

j'r n, ~28!

where r n'2.405,5.520, . . . , are the zeros of J0 (n
50,1,2, . . . ). Using Eq.~23! and~valid for long-wavelength
modes! dropping terms second order inv/vc , this gives

vn~k!5
gvcka

11gr n
2/4

. ~29!

This is an example of the general results for nondissipa
systems obtained by Aleiner and Glazman.23 We see that tha
the fastest mode (n51) is nodeless. Its speed is approx
mately gvca, which is identical with the estimate Eq.~9!;
the speed falls as 1/B.

Now turn on dissipation. We repeat the solution abo
assuming that the right-hand side of Eq.~24! remains small;
checking consistency at the end defines conditions~a lower
bound onka) under which this procedure gives an accur
solution. Combining Eqs.~23! and ~28! yields

vn~k!5gvc

ka2~r n
2/4!~ i /vct!

11g~r n
2/4!2@vn~k!/vc1 i /vct#2

. ~30!

For smallg this can be solved forvn(k) by iterative substi-
tution into the denominator. For our purposes it is sufficie
to look at the lowest order approximation

vn~k!5gvc

ka2~r n
2/4!~ i /vct!

11g~r n
2/4!1~1/vc

2t2!
. ~31!

Once again we see the modes move slower as the numbn
of nodes increases. It is also now evident that increasinn
leads to increasing damping (uIm vnu increases!. Thus within
this model the nodeless mode (n50) is both the fastest an
least damped, and will dominate time-of-flight experime
such as that of Ernstet al.

It remains to check consistency. Using Eq.~31!, we find
that the right-hand side of Eq.~24! is small as long aska
@r n

2/vct. This regime exists for long-wavelength modes
long as the dissipation is sufficiently small. Then Eq.~31! is
the dispersion relation for long wavelength modes abov
lower bound (ka@r n

2/vct). For such modes the bulk pen
etration depthulu'a/(vctka)1/2 is much less thana, as
claimed; thus the mode resides largely on the outer edg

The approximations leading to Eq.~31! fail for extremely
long wavelengths (ka&1/vct). Consider the limit ka
!1/vct. From Eq.~23! j!1 and soJ0(j)/J1(j)'2/j. Then
from Eq. ~24! we find that at very long wavelength
the mode becomes diffusive:v52 iDk2 with D
5td4pe2nb /«m. Exactly the same diffusive limit occur
for small k in the case of a narrow edge, from Eq.~26!.

B. Oscillations in the quantum Hall regime

Our last step is to model the variation of the dissipat
with magnetic field and to show how this variation influenc
20533
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the edge magnetoplasmons. As disucssed in Sec. II, we
1/t as a global property of the edge which depends only
the bulk filling factornb . This incorporates one crucial as
pect of quantum mechanics~the loss of dissipation on a Ha
plateau! into an otherwise classical treatment of edge m
netoplasmons. We expect this to at least qualitatively cap
the role of dissipation for the edge magnetoplasmons. It tu
out that the effect is appreciable.

We model the magnetic field dependence of 1/t in the
following manner:

1

vct
5S 1

vct
D

max

g~nb!. ~32!

Hereg(nb) is a function which is zero on Hall plateaus an
rises to a maximum value of 1 between plateaus. In suc
phenomenological model one can include as many Hall p
teaus as desired. In the following we keep Hall plateaus
nb52,1,2/3,1/3. The detailed shape ofg(nb) is unimportant.
For convenience we used a Gaussian, pictured in Fig. 6
typical experimental temperatures the constant (1/vct)max
should be of order 1.

Switching on the dissipation 1/vct between Hall plateaus
both damps the edge magnetoplasmons and changes
speed. For example, for a wide edge consider the model
persion relation in Eq.~31!. Between Hall plateaus Imvn(k)
becomes nonzero and the mode is damped. At the same
Revn(k) gets smaller—the mode slows down as it
damped. Thus switching on and off the dissipation as
system moves off and on Hall plateaus causes simultane
oscillations in the mode speed and strength. The strengt
the oscillations grows with (1/vct)max and can be appre
ciable ~see the next section!.

The oscillations could be quite large for a narrow edge.
a time-of-flight experiment an initial voltage pulse trigge
an electron density pulse which travels along the edge. S
pose the density pulse is a wave packet centered arou
characteristic wave vectork0. For small dissipation, mode
neark0 will be underdamped and move with a speed of ord
vcAl 0d @see Eqs.~26!, ~27!#. As the dissipation grows the
modes neark0 can become diffusive, yielding large drops
signal strength and velocity.

FIG. 6. Model for 1/vct. The peak value between Hall plateau
is (1/vct)max.
2-7
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In the next section we examine the role of dissipat
on the edge magnetoplasmons with fewer approximatio
continuing to use the phenomenological model for dissi
tion @Eq. ~32!#, but solving the mode equations@Eqs. ~5!#
numerically.

C. Dissipation and edge modes: numerical results

We conclude by studying the effect of dissipation on t
edge magnetoplasmons by direct numerical solution of E
~5!. The simplest way to do this is to discretize space, wh
converts the mode equations into an eigenvalue probl
Since the resulting matrix to be diagonalized is compl
some care needs to be taken in identifying the proper mo
We were guided by the analytical results obtained above

In this section we use parameters similar to the exp
ments of Ref. 3. Here the bulk electronic densitynb
51011 cm22, the gate spacingd5130 nm, edge widtha
51.2 mm, and for GaAsm50.067 me , «512.4. As men-
tioned above, these parameters put us well within the limi
wide edges. The modes are not very sensitive to the detai
the edge confinement. Here we use a parabolic confinem
this leads to an edge density profilen0(x)5nb(12x2/a2)
for 0,x,a. Becauseuvu!vc for the fields considered i
was sufficient to take the dc limit of the conductivities E
~7!. The mode equations are solved for the eigenvaluev
and corresponding mode densitiesf (x) as a function ofB
andk.

Diagonalization of the discretized form of Eqs.~5! yields
as many modes as there are grid points~typically 200–500!.
In the presence of dissipation the eigenvalues become c
plex. An example is pictured in Fig. 7, which shows the
eigenvalues with the smallest dissipation for a particular r
Notice that one mode in Fig. 7 is singled out as both
fastest and least damped. This mode dominates time-of-fl
experiments. As the dissipation increases this mode con
ues to be identifiable; the fastest mode continues to h
relatively small damping. In the following we focus on th

FIG. 7. Eigenvalues in the presence of dissipation. Pictured
the 12 eigenvalues with the smallestuIm vu. Notice that one mode
~circled! is both the fastest and least damped. This is the domin
mode for time-of-flight experiments. Herenb51.5, (1/vct)max

50.3, k51/a.
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dominant mode. In the absence of dissipation the domin
mode resides entirely on the edge. Switching on dissipa
causes it to penetrate into the bulk, where it dies expon
tially ~Fig. 8!.

Sweeping the wave vectork yields a dispersion relation
v(k) for the dominant mode. This is pictured for two cas
~no dissipation atnb51, dissipation atnb51.5) in Fig. 9.

The speed and damping of the dominant mode as a fu
tion of magnetic field are shown in Fig. 10. In a time-o
flight experiment wave packets centered at somek0 travel
along the edge. The value ofk0 is set by geometrical factor
~such as the probe dimensions! and the time dependence o
the voltage pulse. Typically a voltage probe is about a mic
wide and is also about a micron from the edge of the el
tronic system. This is approximately the size of the ed
width a. Consequently we assume thatk0 is of order 1/a.
~The results below do not change qualitatively as long ask0

re

nt

FIG. 8. Mode densities fornb51 andnb51.5. In the absence o
dissipation (nb51) the mode resides entirely on the edge. In t
presence of dissipation (nb51.5) the mode has an exponential
decreasing tail in the bulk. Here (1/vct)max50.05, k51/a.

FIG. 9. Dispersion relationv(k) for the dominant mode for a
nondissipative case~n51! and a dissipative case~n51.5!. The solid
lines are Rev and the broken lines are Imv. For very smallk in the
presence of dissipation the mode becomes diffusive and difficu
identify within the numerical results. Here (1/vct)max50.3.
2-8
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is in the linear portion of the dispersion relation for sm
dissipation.! The speed shown in the upper panel of Fig.
is the slope

s5
dv

dk U
k5k0

, ~33!

wherek051/a. Superimposed on the 1/B trend in velocity
are oscillations caused by switching on dissipation betw
plateaus. We report the mode’s strength using an inverse
cay length

h215uIm v~k0!u/s. ~34!

In the absence of dissipationh2150. Increasing dissipa
tion leads to increasingh21, as shown in the lower panel o
Fig. 10.
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The oscillations in speed and damping evident in Fig.
are large enough to be experimentally visible. They are
least qualitatively similar to the oscillations in signal streng
and mode speed observed in the experiments of Ernstet al.,3

and may explain their results.

V. SUMMARY

We have presented a semiclassical treatment of e
magnetoplasmons in the quantum Hall regime, in the pr
ence of dissipation. Our treatment of the edge magne
plasmons is essentially classical, with dynamics arising fr
the continuity equation and self-consistent electric fiel
Quantum mechanics enters the calculation in two plac
First, energy gaps associated with the quantum Hall ef
lead to incompressible stripes within the largely compre
ible edge. We find these stripes to have very little effect
the edge modes. But the physics of the quantum Hall ef
also enters in a second place, as a dissipative contributio
the conductivity tensor. The dissipation influences the mo
in a natural way. Between Hall plateaus, switching on dis
pation leads to increased damping and a diminished m
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